
Don’t Think on Things that Steal Your Peace

The natural tendency is to focus on problems and concerns. We know we aren’t supposed to do that, but
it’s hard not to. What we need is practise in an alternative so we turn in the right direction – to the
positive. 

Knowing scripture verses isn’t enough to achieve this. Even being told prophetically in your spirit that
you need to change, doesn’t always work. What everyone needs is an experience which grounds them in
the positive.

See if there are any ideas for you in this message from the Trinity which you can practise so that it
becomes the process of moving from the natural to the spiritual, where everything is positive:

“Set your heart on me as you begin your day. Don’t allow your thoughts to drift back to the things that
stole your peace. Release the cares of yesterday. The enemy wants to invade your thoughts and hijack
your peace today. Don’t let him! Set your heart and thoughts on me. Let me be your holy obsession.
Thoughts of me have a way of wiping away the slimy weight of disappointment. My glory is alive—
ready to hold you near. I am the Lover of your soul, the Healer of every tattered heart. Find me now—
in  these  moments  before  busyness  steals  you  away.  We  will  face  the  day  together  in  joyful
anticipation.” 1

For myself, my intimate relationship with each of the members of the Trinity is where I go to change my
thoughts – in the Internal Kingdom. Recently I’ve rediscovered bliss2 – i.e. being in the strong pleasure of
their presence. I say “rediscovered”, not because I’d lost it, but because it was what I had been doing, but
I’d been distracted by other spiritual techniques I was being trained in. My recent change came when I
had an ‘ah-ha’ moment and was able to put a name to what was happening and I began to refocus myself
there.

Refocus from life’s circumstances to the wonderful life of being a son with Father as a perfect father is a
great start. The reality is in the spirit realm.

“Many of you are steadily gazing at life's circumstances, which will keep you earthbound. Look up and
access all that is available to you as My child. Trust Me. I see your dilemma, and I am willing and able to
bring you through to victory. Shift your focus from natural to spiritual, from earth to heaven.” 3 

See how you go. All your needs are met in the Internal Kingdom, so start there.

Laurence
10-11-2020
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

1 – Brian Simmons (9-11-2020) “I Hear His Whisper..."Let every day be a new beginning."”  [Distributed e-newsletter]
      mailchi.mp/broadstreetpublishing/00000-617930?e=3ca23beeed    OR
      us10.campaign-archive.com/?u=8c3eb957a5ad87253d475a511&id=7320d07c73 
2 – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Learning-to-Operate-as-a-Son-Should-Function-report11.pdf 
3 – “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (10-11-2020)  ft111.com/smallstraws.htm 
      [Next year Marsha will archive this message on the ft111.com website. Find it here: ft111.com/archive.htm]
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